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How will you stand out in a world of business?

We urge you to use Copilot.

Store Manager Plant Supervisor HR Manager Sales & Marketing Manager

ADVISORY & CONSULTING

At Wipro, we envision an AI-powered Future of Work empowering professionals with intelligent digital assistant enabling them to work smarter and achieve new heights of excellence

Act to unleash the next-gen potential of workplace

Meet the Personas to kickstart the Copilot experience

Of employees say it 

helps finding 

information in files

Of employees say it 

helps create a first 

draft of something

64%

70% Of employees say 

it helps save time 

on emails

Of employees say 

it Improved 

Productivity

87% 75%

IT Agent

ADOPT EXTEND AUGMENT

Source: Microsoft New Future of Work Report
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Modern Work phased methodology for Copilot
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ADOPT

EXTEND

AUGMENT

• Evaluate readiness and maturity state with Discovery Workshops

• Build a plan to initiate building of Copilot CoE with identification of Power users

• Define and design use cases with Copilot CoE and drive training & adoption

• Integrate Copilot with other LOB or 3rd party apps to deliver 

specific business outcomes

• Leverage Copilot plugins and connectors to develop custom 

solutions

• Connect data to Microsoft graph and Dataverse for grounding

• Craft, test and chain plugins and GPTs for your copilots by incorporating 

Connectors

• Configure, train, and connect services within Azure, such as Azure OpenAI 

Service, knowledge bases, and language models

Build Copilot CoE

with Power Users

Facilitate Prompt fine-

tuning & Engineering

Provision Advisory & 

Consulting Workshop

Leverage Copilot 

Studio

Furnish 3rd party 

integration
Deploy Partner plugins 

for custom use cases

Implement M365 

Copilot Plugins

Create your own 

enterprise Copilot

Wipro provides an extensive suite of services to formulate a sophisticated AI strategy for the workplace, utilizing the 

advanced capabilities of Copilot and Azure Open AI
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Adopt Copilot

COPILOT

WindowsSecurity

Power 

Platform
Viva

Microsoft 365 

Azure

A new era of productivity, 

collaboration and decision-making
Ensure security by not training on customer 

data, and remain within the customer cloud 

Synergies between business content and 

working context for AI-generated responses

Permissions model to protect data 

at all levels of the organization

Use natural language to 

accelerate the development of 

apps, automations and pages.

Receive tailored insights that 

empower your team to defend.

Increase developer productivity by helping you write 

code faster with less work.

Get answers and inspirations from 

across the web, supports creativity 

and collaboration, and helps you 

focus on the task

Copilot assistant to accelerate productivity 

with Microsoft 365 apps and chat with your 

data

Accelerate workforce insights 

and visibility to boost employee 

engagement

Adopt the use 
cases with 
custom prompt 
fine-tuning and 
engineering 
support

Increase user 

productivity across the 

entire ecosystem and 

impactfully leverage 

Copilot in everyday tasks

Conversational Experiences for Microsoft tenant applications 

Unleashed creativity and 

decision-making

Faster threat

detection & response
No-code dev using 

everyday language

Personalized & 

intelligent access
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Unlocking Productivity through Persona-driven Use Cases 

Meet John, the new hire at ABC Corp. He’s 

attending induction on the first day

Create a checklist for all the tasks to be 

completed as a part of onboarding.

Raise a ticket for IT agent to request access 

of Microsoft Office

IT agent performs ticket triage, resolve the 

issue and responds on the ticket
John is assigned with daily task and is 

encouraged to increase his skill set

Provide a summary of the service request 

tickets of the day

Draft a response of the incident for the one 

who raised ticket 

Process-based: Employee Onboarding Role-based: IT Agent Industry-aligned: Manufacturing

Analyze inventory data for the quarter and identify 

trends based on demand forecast. Share insights using 

charts.

Show me courses on RPA Suggest courses from 

Training Academy.



Thank you.
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